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Summary

These review comments concern an assessment of the long-term safety of a deep
repository for spent nuclear fuel, titled Safety Report 97 (SR97), which was prepared by
the Swedish Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Company (SKB). The primary focus of
this review is on hydrogeologic issues relating to groundwater flow, hydrologic
uncertainty, and the potential for radionuclide transport from leaking canisters.

The main hydrological model that was used in SR 97 is based on a continuum conceptual
model of groundwater flow in fractured bedrock. Major problems with this model include
the following:

• The validity of the continuum model is arguable for the type of rock that is present at
these sites.

• The suitability of the model for the intended purpose of predicting streamlines and
travel times for groundwater flow through the rock mass has not been adequately
demonstrated.

• The comparison with alternative, discrete models yielded more divergent results than
has been recognized in the SR 97 reports.

• The comparison with alternative models did not consider significant, realistic sources
of uncertainty in the alternative models, evaluation of which would have likely led to
greater divergence.

The SR 97 model of radionuclide transport is based on a 1-D streamtube formulation,
within which the predicted release of radionuclides to the biosphere is dominated by a
parameter called the F ratio. A key factor in this parameter is the flow wetted surface. All
of the hydrologic models used in SR 97 relied upon essentially the same set of geometric
assumptions to estimate flow wetted surface from conductive fracture frequency in
boreholes. Hence the predictions of the alternative models are not independent.
Alternative methods of estimating flow wetted surface are needed to obtain a realistic
evaluation of the uncertainty regarding radionuclide release.

The alternative 3-D hydrologic models were used only to predict streamtube parameters,
not for actual transport simulations. Hence the comparison between the main hydrologic
conceptual model and alternative models does not include a full assessment of the effects
of flow field complexity on radionuclide transport. As this is one of the major distinctions
between the continuum model and the alternative models, the comparison must be
regarded as incomplete.

Besides these major hydrological issues, miscellaneous comments are offered on aspects
of the repository system design and site descriptions that relate to hydrology.
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1. Introduction

The Swedish Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Company (SKB) recently presented an
assessment of the long-term safety of a deep repository for spent nuclear fuel, titled Safety
Report 97 (SR 97). The analysis considers three alternative, hypothetical sites referred to
as Aberg, Beberg, and Ceberg, which for the purposes of SR 97 are considered to be
generic (fictional) sites but represented by site-specific data from the Aspo, Finnsjon, and
Gidea study sites in Sweden.

This report presents comments based on a review of selected aspects of SR 97. The review
was requested by the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI). A summary of the
author's technical background related to radioactive-waste disposal issues is given in
Appendix 1.



2. Scope

This review was based primarily on the SR 97 main report series consisting of the SR 97
Main Report (Volumes I and II) and the three main supporting reports referred to by SKB
as the "Design Report", the "Processes Report" and the "Data Report".

The primary focus of this review was hydrogeologic and transport issues, specifically
with regard to groundwater flow, hydrologic uncertainty, and the potential for
radionuclide transport from leaking canisters. Background reports describing the site-
scale hydrogeologic models and "alternative" hydrologic models were reviewed to assess
questions that followed from the review of the main report series. Other aspects of the
safety assessment such as repository design, formulation of scenarios, and seismic hazard
assessment, as presented in the main report series, were also reviewed with attention to
hydrologic issues and implications.



3. Groundwater flow model

The primary model for groundwater flow in SR 97 is a stochastic continuum model,
implemented in the HYDRASTAR code. Four major problems can be identified
regarding this model:

• The validity of the continuum model is arguable for the type of rock that is present at
these sites.

• The suitability of the model for the intended purpose of predicting streamlines and
travel times for groundwater flow through the rock mass has not been adequately
demonstrated.

• The comparison with alternative models yielded more divergent results than has been
recognized in the SR 97 reports.

• The comparison with alternative models did not consider significant, realistic sources
of uncertainty in the alternative models, evaluation of which would have likely led to
greater divergence.

These problems are discussed in detail in the following subsections.



3.1 Validity of the continuum model

Major comments

Continuum models (PHOENIX and HYDRASTAR) have been used as the primary
method for hydrogeological analysis in SR 97. The scientific basis for this type of
model, for sparsely fractured crystalline rock such as within the repository blocks of the
sites considered here, is much weaker than has been acknowledged in the SR 97 report
series.

Questions as to the applicability of the continuum approach for sparsely fractured rock
similar to the rock at these sites have motivated a large body of research (National
Research Council, 1996). For two of these sites specifically (Aberg and Beberg), past
discrete-fracture network modeling has indicated that the continuum assumption may not
be appropriate on the scale of emplacement holes or the blocks in the HYDRASTAR
model. The limited calibration studies and comparisons with alternative hydrogeologic
models are not sufficient to establish that the continuum models are valid for the purposes
that they have been used for in SR 97.

Questions about the validity of the continuum approach are significant for the safety
assessment, because the continuum models are used to extrapolate long-term hydrologic
conditions on varying scales from a spatially and temporally restricted set of hydrologic
measurements. The models are used to predict groundwater flux through emplacement
holes, and groundwater paths and travel times from leaking canisters to the biosphere.
These predictions are used, in turn, to predict the effectiveness of the geosphere for
radionuclide retention. If the underlying conceptual model for groundwater flow is not
valid for the type of rock that exists at these sites, this may lead to gross errors in the
predictions of radionuclide retention, especially for future groundwater conditions that
differ from the narrow range of conditions for which the models were calibrated.

Elaboration of major comments

Contrary to the statement that appears in the discussion of conceptual uncertainties for
HYDRASTAR [SR 97 Main Report, Vol. II, p. 297], the description of groundwater
flow in terms of a 3-D form of Darcy's law is not well founded for the case under
consideration, i.e. groundwater flow through sparsely fractured crystalline rock.
Questions as to the applicability of Darcy's law for this type of rock have motivated a
large body of research on other modeling approaches (National Research Council, 1996).
These questions need to be acknowledged and dealt with in the safety assessment.

The fundamental groundwater-flow phenomenon in fractured, crystalline rock is viscous
flow through discrete fractures of variable aperture (in the worst case, discrete channels).
Flow in a single, open fracture can be described in terms of the Navier-Stokes equations.
Flow through a network of intersecting fractures is further constrained by conservation of
mass and continuity of pressure at fracture/channel intersections.



Much experimental and theoretical research (see, e.g., National Research Council, 1996)
has been devoted to determining the conditions under which the process of flow through
a single fracture can be described in simpler terms (as opposed to the full Navier-Stokes
equations), e.g. by a 2-D form of Darcy's law that applies only within the plane of the
individual fracture. Most discrete-network models, including the discrete-fracture
network (DFN) and channel-network (CN) models that were used in the "alternative
models project," make use of this type of simplification.

The main site-scale groundwater flow model that was employed in SR 97,
HYDRASTAR, is a continuum model. Adoption of a continuum model involves a
further simplifying assumption which is not stated explicitly in the SR 97 main report
series: It is assumed that groundwater flow through fractured crystalline rock at these
sites can be described in terms of Darcy's law for flow through an equivalent porous
medium.

In essence this means that, for the blocks in the HYDRASTAR model, it is assumed that
each block can be described in terms of an equivalent block of porous medium that has a
material property (permeability, whether a scalar or a tensor value) that is independent of
the direction of flow and the hydraulic boundary conditions.

Darcy's law is well established as an empirical law that describes flow through well-
connected porous media such as sediments and sedimentary rock, where the continuum
assumption is generally considered to be valid. However, there is little or no empirical
evidence that the continuum assumption is valid for sparsely fractured crystalline rock.
Experiments to test this "law" directly would be difficult, as one would need to somehow
hydraulically isolate (or alternatively, fully instrument the boundaries of) multiple rock
"samples" on a sufficiently large scale such that the "samples" are representative of the
range of scales over which discrete fractures/channels intersect to form a connected "pore
space."

In the absence of direct empirical evidence to support the continuum assumption,
attempts have been made to rationalize the use of continuum models by modeling flow
through networks of discrete fractures. Generic modeling studies by Long et al. (1982)
indicate that in fractured rock it may not be possible to define an equivalent permeability
tensor, let alone an equivalent permeability value (scalar) such as is assumed in the
isotropic form of Darcy's law, as set forth on p. 179 of the Processes Report.

Past applications of discrete-fracture network models to the Aberg site (Axelsson et al.,
1989) have indicated that, on scales of 25 m and 50 m, many rock blocks show behaviors
that could not be represented by an equivalent isotropic continuum. For example, some
simulated blocks permitted groundwater flow in one direction but not in a perpendicular
direction, and in general the calculated values of permeability, when obtained, were
highly sensitive to the imposed boundary conditions.

Discrete-fracture network modelling of the Beberg site by this reviewer (Geier et al.,
1992, p. 169) suggested that the rock mass does not behave as an equivalent porous



medium on the 40 m block scale, although the continuum assumption was not explicitly
tested. The sections of the SR 97 reports that relate to this issue do not mention any more
recent studies that would give stronger support to the application of the contmuum
conceptual model.

The statement that "permeability ... cannot normally be obtained for a fractured medium"
[Processes Report, p. 182] appears to be an acknowledgement of the difficulty in
demonstrating that the fractured rock at these sites behaves as a equivalent continuum.
However, the assertion that "it is necessary to assign flow properties to individual
fractures or rock blocks" sidesteps the crucial question of whether assignment of
(effective) flow properties to the rock blocks in a contmuum model will yield a valid
description of the flow system, or even one that is suitable for the intended purpose of
predicting streamtube properties for radionuclide transport.

A more direct and accurate discussion of the process of groundwater flow, for fractured
crystalline rock, was given as an example FEP description in the earlier SKB report by
Skagius et al. (1995, pp. C-4 and C-5). This description discusses several key differences
between a stochastic continuum model and poorly percolating networks or the case of
extreme channeling, and mentions several implications of these differences for
radionuclide transport. This type of treatment would be much more direct and
informative than the description of groundwater flow that appears in the Processes
Report.

Detailed comments

The section Calculation of groundwater flow [SR 97 Processes Report, p. 179]
describes a particular modeling approach (continuum approximation based on an
assumption that Darcy's law applies), not the physical process of groundwater flow
through fractured crystalline bedrock. This way of presenting the topic tends to obscure
some of the most important issues in the evaluation of groundwater flow, as it concerns
radionuclide transport.

The statement that Darcy's law is "[tjhe most common approach for calculating
groundwater flows in the geosphere" [SR 97 Processes Report, p. 179] is misleading, as it
promotes a false impression that the conceptual model that has been adopted as the basis
for the primary hydrogeological model is firmly established for this type of rock.

To say that "the choice of [hydrogeologic] model depends on the purpose of the analysis,
... [the] scale ..., and available data" [Processes Report, p. 185], ignores a fundamental
question as to whether the chosen (continuum) model has been demonstrated to be valid
for the rock type that is under consideration, on either empirical or theoretical grounds.
Choice of a groundwater model must not be based simply on practical considerations
such as "purpose, scale, and available data." If there is a question as to the validity of a
particular model for describing the physical processes that prevail at the scale of the
model, then there needs to be a demonstration of the model's validity for the intended



purposes. The Alternative Models Project appears to be an effort in that direction, but is
not sufficient given the significance of this issue.



3.2 Suitability of the model for predicting streamlines and travel times

Major comments

The suitability of the continuum model for the intended purpose of predicting streamlines
and travel times for groundwater flow through the rock mass has not been adequately
demonstrated. This is significant, in view of the fact that the conceptual basis for the
application of continuum models to sparsely fractured crystalline rock is arguable.

Contrary to statements in the SR 97 Main Report, an inverse-modeling exercise that was
conducted did not provide a meaningful test of the model's conceptualization for the rock
mass. The exercise did not test the model against data that were not directly used in the
calibration. The exercise did not directly test the model's suitability for the type of
predictions that it was used for in the safety assessment. Furthermore, the calibration
dataset that was used for both calibrations and comparisons in this exercise was arguably
not sensitive to rock mass hydrologic properties; rather it reflects mainly the properties of
the fracture zones.

Elaboration of major comments

The SR 97 Main Report [Vol II, p. 293] states that modeling of field tests at Aberg by
Walker et al. (1996) "indicates that HYDRASTAR can explain observed conditions on
the site." The report goes on to state that "[t]his also suggests that HYDRASTAR'S
conceptualization is suitable for its purpose."

The cited work (Walker et al., 1996) was an inverse-modeling exercise, which
demonstrates only that the model is able to reproduce a subset of the cross-borehole head
responses that were observed in a single, large-scale pumping test, LPT2. Agreement
was achieved in the sense that the ensemble of results bounds most of, but not all of the
actual observations of transient head response. No comparisons are presented with other
variables that are of more direct interest for assessing the model's ability to predict
transport pathways and travel times through the geosphere (for instance, the results of
tracer tests in LPT2).

Results from some boreholes were excluded from the comparison for various reasons,
including perceived limitations in the model's ability to represent the physical boundary
conditions around the pumped borehole, near the edges of the model, near the surface
where unconfined effects may prevail, and in certain borehole sections where
anomalously strong connections to surface waters are thought to exist (Walker et al.,
1996, pp. 26 & 43).

Anomalously strong connections in the bedrock are a matter of paramount concern for
radionuclide transport. If a model cannot be made to simulate these where they are
known to exist, this diminishes our confidence in the capability of the model to represent
them elsewhere.



The calibrated model was assessed by comparison to the same dataset that was used
directly in the pilot-point calibration. Hence this cannot be regarded as a validation
exercise. This type of exercise only shows that the model possesses sufficient degrees of
freedom to match most characteristics of the dataset. It does not demonstrate that the
model is useful for predicting the flow fields resulting from hydrologic conditions that
differ substantially from the conditions that were induced during the calibration case (the
LPT2 test).

A more rigorous validation exercise than this would be needed to support the contention
that "HYDRASTAR's [continuum] conceptualization is suitable for its purpose." In
particular, since the major purpose of HYDRASTAR is to predict streamlines (particle
trajectories) and water travel times for use in transport models, it should be demonstrated
by comparison with field data that the continuum model yields satisfactory predictions of
transport paths for situations that are analogous to the release of radionuclides from
canisters in sparsely fractured rock. Obtaining suitable field data for validating the SC
approach should be considered prior to using this approach for an actual performance
assessement.

Finally, the calibration case is based on a pumping and tracer test that was designed
primarily to test the hydrologic and transport properties of selected major fracture zones
at the site. The limitations of the LPT2 dataset for testing hydrologic models of the more
sparsely fractured rock, such as the deposition blocks, have previously been discussed by
this reviewer (Geier, 1996). An ability to reproduce the main features of the LPT2 test
says little about the suitability of the continuum model for modelling the rock mass
within the Aberg repository.



3.3 Comparison between the continuum model and alternative models

Major comments

An "Alternative Models Project" (AMP) was undertaken to compare predictions from the
continuum model with results from two "alternative" (discrete-fracture-network and
channel-network) models that do not rely on the same assumption. Due to the
questionable validity of the continuum model for sparsely fractured crystalline rock, this
comparison is crucial for confidence in the geosphere modeling. Hence the inclusion of
such an exercise is to be applauded.

Unfortunately, the SR 97 main report series gives very few details about the Alternative
Models Project. The importance of this comparison warrants a more clear description of
the models and comparison of the results. Comments given below on the specific models
are based on a supplementary review of the background reports by Dershowitz et al.
(1999) and Gylling et al. (1998).

In the limited results that are presented in the the SR 97 Main Report, several
discrepancies between the continuum model and the "alternative" models are apparent.
These discrepancies (described in the detailed comments, below) weaken the argument
that the effects of conceptual uncertainty regarding the continuum model are negligible.

The comparison between models was only made for the Aberg site. As Aberg is
described as the most highly fractured of the three sites, it should be expected that the
fractured rock here would behave more nearly as a continuum than at the other two sites.
Generalization of the findings of the alternative models project to the Beberg and Ceberg
sites has not been justified.

The comparison with the "alternative" models must furthermore be regarded as weak
because significant sources of uncertainty in the "alternative" models were not
considered. In particular, there appears to have been no effort to explore "pessimistic"
cases of the "alternative" models. Evaluation of these uncertainties using variational
cases could have led to larger discrepancies in the results.

Finally, the range of uncertainty explored by the combination of continuum and
"alternative" models, when taken together, is limited because none of these models
combined a strong, realistic description of rock mass heterogeneity with a strong, realistic
description of fracture zone heterogeneity. Rather, it can be argued that contrasting
descriptions of heterogeneity for the separate divisions of the geosphere tended to have
offsetting results, leading to convergent rather than divergent predictions of safety
parameters. This point is discussed in detail in the section, "Alternative Models Project."

To provide definitive support for the use of the stochastic continuum model in further
safety calculations, a comparison needs to be made with alternative models that
incorporate strong, realistic, models of both fracture zones and the rock mass.

10



Variational cases need to be considered for each alternative model, to ensure that an
adequate appraisal has been made of global uncertainty.

Detailed comments

The Main Report [Vol. II, p. 259] states that all three types of models give consistent
travel times and fluxes, particularly in terms of median values. This statement is
arguable if one examines the few data that are presented in Figure 9-17 of the Main
Report [Vol. II, p. 260]. This figure shows the medians, 5th percentiles, and 95th

percentiles of the predicted distributions of tw and q. Extreme values and standard
deviations are not shown.

Figure 9-17a shows that the median travel time predicted by the DFN model is one half
order of magnitude lower (faster) than that predicted by the continuum model. The CN
model also predicts systematically faster travel times than the continuum model. The
median travel time for the continuum model is nearly equal to the 95th percentile of tw for
the DFN model, showing that nearly all of the transport paths in the DFN model are
faster than the median transport path for the continuum model. To some extent this
discrepancy can be explained by the exclusion of the 40% "nonconductive" canister
positions that are mentioned in the text. However, this does not explain the similar
discrepancy for the CN model (nor would the use of median particle travel times as
suggested in the text, p. 259).

In Figure 9-17b the median groundwater flux at repository depth, as predicted by the
discrete fracture model, appears to be 0.7 order of magnitude higher than that predicted
by the stochastic continuum model. Again, the bulk of the q distribution for the DFN
case lies to one side of the median value for the continuum model. The 95th percentile
value of q for the DFN model is about a factor of 5 higher than the corresponding statistic
for the continuum model.

The distributions of both the CN and DFN predicted flux values are markedly
asymmetrical on the log scale, in contrast to the continuum model results which are quite
symmetrical. The non-Gaussian form of the CN and DFN results suggests that both of
these models may have elongated tails in the direction of high fluxes, i.e. both models
could tend to predict a small chance of canisters experiencing extreme fluxes, much
higher than would be predicted with significant probability by the Gaussian stochastic
continuum model.

The Main Report states that there were "relatively few" realizations for the discrete-
fracture network model (10 realizations, according to Dershowitz et al., 1999), and hence
the statistics are less reliable. Presumably the 5th and 95th percentile statistics would be
most sensitive to the limited number of realizations. The Main Report also states that
only a portion of the repository was represented in the discrete-fracture network model,
so possibly the effects of spatial variability (with respect to release position) are
underrepresented in this model relative to the other two models.
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It is notable that the DFN model predicts higher extreme values of flux, despite the
limited number of realizations and limited sample of spatial variability. Rather than
dismissing these discrepancies as the results of a small sample, the possibility should be
considered that even greater discrepancies might be evident if spatial and ensemble
variability had been more thoroughly sampled.

The comparison between the continuum model and "alternative" models was made only
for the Aberg site, which was the most highly fractured site, according to SKB's
assessment. A site that is highly fractured, and hence farther from the percolation
threshold, could be expected to show the closest similarity between continuum and
discrete models. Greater discrepancies could be expected for the other two sites which
are less fractured, and hence more likely to contain poorly percolating fracture networks.
A few of the difficulties in dealing with poorly percolating networks are discussed in the
example FEP description by Skagius et al. (1995, p. C-4).

The use of "alternative" models that attempt a more accurate representation of the
physics of groundwater flow in fractured rock is commendable, but their application in
SR 97 was very restricted. The results given in Figure 9-17 pertain to just one variant of
each "alternative" model. Without some attempt to explore conceptual and data
uncertainty within these alternative modeling approaches, the comparison between
"alternative" models and the continuum model must be regarded as very weak.

For example, within the discrete-fracture network approach, a key conceptual uncertainty
concerns the choice of a stochastic model for simulating fracture locations. A fracture-
location model that tends to generate clusters of fractures with geometries similar to
small-scale fracture zones (such as have been noted at the Aberg and Beberg sites) can
produce very different flow and transport behavior than one that has the fractures more
uniformly distributed. Other key data uncertainties such as the fracture length (size)
distribution also need to be explored.
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4. Alternative Models Project

In SR 97, an attempt was made to test whether the impact of the continuum assumption
has a substantial impact on repository performance, by comparing the predictions of three
types of models: (stochastic) continuum, discrete-fracture network (DFN), and channel-
network (CN). The comparison was made in terms of predicted ranges of water "travel
times" tw, groundwater flux at repository depth, and "F factor.". This is described in
Sections 9.8.4 and 9.9.7 of the Main Report.

Major comments

The continuum and "alternative" models differ in their treatment of heterogeneity in
different portions of the bedrock: major fracture zones, smaller-scale fracture zones, and
the "rock mass" that lies between these fracture zones.

None of the models explicitly considers the consequences of smaller-scale fracture zones,
although the presence of these smaller-scale fracture zones was indicated by Saksa and
Nummela(1998).

Based on the detailed review comments in the following sections, the treatment of
heterogeneity in the rock mass and major fracture zones can be summarized for the three
types of models as follows:

Type of model Rock mass heterogeneity Fracture zone heterogeneity
Stochastic continuum Weak (optimistic) Strong (most realistic)
Channel network Weak (optimistic) Intermediate
Discrete fracture network Strong (most realistic) Weak (most optimistic)

None of the models combined a strong (realistic) description of rock mass heterogeneity
with a strong (realistic) description of fracture zone heterogeneity. Thus all three of the
models were optimistic in some respect, in their overall treatment of heterogeneity.

Furthermore, it can be suspected that the contrasting descriptions of heterogeneity for the
separate divisions of the geosphere had partly offsetting effects, leading to convergent
predictions of safety parameters.

To provide definitive support for the use of the stochastic continuum model in further
safety calculations, a comparison needs to be made with alternative models that
incorporate strong (realistic) models of both fracture zones and the rock mass.

Variations of the alternative models should be used to assess the robustness of the
predictions with respect to major aspects of uncertainty in the alternative models. In order
to develop confidence in the stochastic continuum model as a tool for performance
assessment, it must be shown that the idealizations inherent to this model do not prevent
accurate assessment of significant sources of uncertainty. Thus the comparison of
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models must go beyond a simple check of whether base-case versions give similar ranges
of results.
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4.1 Treatment of rock mass heterogeneity

Stochastic continuum model

The stochastic continuum model that was used as the main hydrologic model for SR 97
assumes that the rock mass can be modeled as a continuum in which hydraulic
conductivity is a stochastic, spatially correlated process. In contrast with random
network models such as discrete-fracture network models, this type of model assumes a
very regularly connected system in which continuity of hydraulic head between adjacent
blocks of the rock is assured, even if locally low values of hydraulic conductivity may
result in restricted flow between adjacent blocks.

Spatial correlation of hydraulic conductivity values results in a possibility for the model
to generate some moderately preferential flow paths due to clusters of relatively high-
conductivity blocks. For the type of spatial correlation model that was used for most of
the HYDRASTAR runs (isotropic covariance model), there is no tendency for higher-
conductivity clusters to be elongated in any particular direction. An alternative model for
spatial correlation (anisotropic covariance model) was considered as a variational case.
This alternative model tends to produce higher-conductivity clusters that are elongated
along a particular direction or within a particular set of parallel planes. However, even
this type of continuum model is less likely to predict strongly preferential flow and
transport pathways than a discrete network model. Hence the stochastic continuum
model is a relatively weak (optimistic) model of rock mass heterogeneity.

Calculations of travel times and the F ratio from the continuum model are based on a
single, uniform value of porosity and apparently a single, uniform value for flow wetted
surface. As stated by Widen and Walker (1999, p. 55 and elsewhere), the calculated F
ratio with this model is simply a [constant] multiple of the travel time. It would be more
realistic to regard porosity and flow wetted surface as variable from place to place within
the site. Neglecting this aspect of heterogeneity has likely led to a reduction in the
predicted ranges of travel times and F (It should be noted that heterogeneity in effective
porosity would not affect F, as it depends only on the ratio of advective velocity to the
wetted surface per volume of water, or equivalently, the ratio of Darcy velocity to the
wetted surface per volume of rock).

Discrete-fracture network model

The discrete fracture network model used in the alternative models project (Dershowitz et
al., 1999) incorporates several aspects of rock mass heterogeneity, in particular irregular
connectivity within the rock mass and variation in properties between different
conductive elements (fractures) within the rock mass. This can be viewed as a relatively
strong (realistic) model of rock mass heterogeneity, based upon experience from sparsely
fractured granitic sites such as Stripa, where anomalous transport paths and high
variability of hydraulic head from point to point in the rock mass have been observed.
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In this specific application of the discrete-fracture network model, only a single type of
model for the fracture location stochastic process (the "BART" model) was used. This
model reproduces certain observed aspects of the fracture system, namely the percentage
of fractures that terminate at intersections with other fractures. However, the model does
not necessarily reproduce the degree of structure in the fracture population that is
suggested by other fracture location models (e.g. fractal or nearest-neighbor point field
models) that have previously been derived for this site (Axelsson et al., 1989; Geier and
Thomas, 1996).

The assessment that the BART model was "applicable" is described as having been based
on an analysis of data from a relatively small area of the site, the TRUE-1 area
(Dershowitz et al., 1999, p. 32). There is no indication that alternative fracture-location
models such as fractal or nearest-neighbor models were found to be inapplicable.
Without consideration of alternative fracture-location models, the degree to which this
aspect of model uncertainty affects the predictions cannot be assessed.

The specific model as implemented did not represent heterogeneity or channeling within
fracture planes, although this is possible to do within the DFN approach (e.g. Nordqvist
et al., 1995). The model assumes that there is no correlation of hydraulic or transport
properties between the different fractures that connect to form a given flow path. It also
assumes, apparently, that there is no correlation between fracture hydrologic properties
and fracture geometric properties such as size. In these respects the model could be
regarded as optimistic.

In calculating radionuclide retention properties, the model assumes that the entire surface
area of each fracture segment (strictly, the area between intersections with other fractures
where inflow and outflow occur) is available for sorption and matrix diffusion. In other
words, access to the rock is not reduced by channelization due to aperture variations, such
as are ordinarily present in natural fractures. This is also an optimistic assumption.

Channel network model

The channel network model (Gylling et al., 1999) does not account for irregular
connectivity in the rock mass, as the channels are connected in a regular 3-D grid. In this
respect the model is similar to a continuum model. Simulations based on a regularly
connected model are less likely to yield anomalous connections than a model such as the
DFN model, in which not only the hydraulic properties, but also the geometric
configuration of the conductive features (fractures or channels) is treated as being
random. On this basis the channel network model should be regarded as a weaker (more
optimistic) model of rock mass heterogeneity than the DFN model.

Flow and transport properties are assumed to vary between channel segments, e.g.
according to a lognormal distribution for channel conductance. An implicit assumption,
apparently, is that there is no correlation of properties between adjacent channels. In this
respect, the model of rock mass heterogeneity is weaker (more optimistic) than the
stochastic continuum model, in which hydraulic conductivity is considered to be spatially
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correlated, so that there is a somewhat greater chance of producing extended pathways of
relatively high K. On the other hand, the conductances of channels that emanate in
different directions from a given grid node are also uncorrelated, which means that the
channel model incorporates a degree of random anisotropy on the scale of the grid
spacing.

The formulation of the channel network model includes a parameter for channel length L,
which is the regarded as the physical distance (possibly tortuous) along a channel
between a given pair of nodes nodes that are adjacent to each other in the grid. The
conceptualization apparently allows for L to be a random variable, in which case the
regular 3-D grid used for calculations would represent a deformed version of the assumed
physical grid. However, in the report by (Gylling et al. 1999), I could not find any
statement of a probability distribution that was used for L; from this I presume that a
single value was used uniformly throughout the model.

A major difference with the continuum model is that, in the channel-network model,
mixing of solute carried along different streamlines is restricted to occur only at the
channel intersections (grid nodes). Transport simulations based on this model would
result in different macrodispersion properties than in a corresponding continuum model.
However, in the present study it appears that the CN model was used only to calculate
properties of single streamtubes representing a number of channel segments in series,
rather than all of the channel segments that would carry part of a solute plume. This is
implicit in the formulae for calculating the variables ttot,i, Ftotii, and awj and in statements
about the use of CHAN3D to produce data for FARF31 (Gyll'ing et al., 1999, p. 17-8).
Thus this distinction between the channel-network approach and the continuum approach
plays no role in the alternative models project.

The channel network model does explicitly embody an assumption that flow and
transport occur through distinct channels that would expose radionuclides to only a
fraction of the rock mass. The assumption of channelized flow in fractures is considered
to be realistic in view of in situ studies such as the Stripa Project (Abelin et al., 1990).
However, for the type of calculations that were performed in the AMP, it is not clear that
this conceptualization has any consequence beyond what would result from a finite-
difference continuum model in which hydraulic conductivity is randomly anisotropic, and
where the tracing of streamlines is constrained to follow the orthogonal grid that connects
the centers of the blocks in the continuum model.

The model as applied in this project assumes that all channel segments in the rock mass
have a uniform value of flow wetted surface FWS (Gylling et al., p. 16), which is taken to
be 10% of the FWS that is estimated based on the total conductive fracture frequency of
the fracture zones. Thus no attempt was made to estimate this value for the rock mass as
distinguished from the fracture zones. The basis for choosing this 10% factor is not
stated. If this corresponds to the average contrast in fracture frequency between rock
mass and fracture zones, it should be regarded as an optimistic value. If the rock mass is
close to the percolation threshold, it should be expected to have reduced connectivity
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relative to the fracture zone rock, and hence a lesser fraction of the conductive fracture
frequency will actually be exposed to radionuclides along transport paths.

This estimate of FWS is furthermore estimated as an average property for each major
division of the rock (either the entire rock mass or all of the fracture zones) at the site.
Thus it does not account for heterogeneity of FWS within these major divisions, which
would seem to be more realistic. For example, if the Aberg site contains minor fracture
zones (as suggested in the structural-model review by Saksa and Nummela, 1998),
"channels" within these features would be more closely spaced (have a smaller spacing
H, in the notation of Gylling et al., 1999, p. 13) and thus higher-than-average values of CIR,
while "channels" in the intervening rock mass would have lower-than-average values of
OR. A distribution of UR values would be more realistic, and would presumably result in a
wider predicted range of the critical parameter F.

Summary of treatment of rock mass heterogeneity

Three fundamentally different conceptual assumptions were used for the spatial structure
of rock mass hydrologic properties, in the three different types of models:

SC model: regularly connected, spatially correlated, isotropic hydraulic conductivity
CN model: regularly connected, spatially uncorrelated, randomly anisotropic

conductances.
DFN model: irregularly connected, spatially uncorrelated, random fracture

transmissivities.

The irregular connectivity of the DFN model would be expected to produce the highest
degree of flow and transport localization within the rock mass. The channel network and
continuum models are similar in their use of a regularly connected flow grid, but differ
in the local representation of conductivity in the rock mass. Both the channel network and
continuum models should be regarded as optimistic in their representation of rock mass
heterogeneity, due to their regular connectivity and the relatively weak representation of
spatial structure in the hydraulic conductivity or channel conductance field. All three of
the models incorporate various assumptions which could be regarded as optimistic, in the
calculation of retention parameters.
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4.2 Treatment of small-scale fracture zones

The SR 97 Data Report (p. 54) cites the structural-model review by Saksa and Nummela
(1998), which noted that fracture zones in the size range 10 m - 1000 m have only been
"partly" considered for Aberg, and have not been included at all in the structural models
for Beberg and Ceberg. Small-scale fracture zones are of concern especially if they tend
to be connected to major fracture zones, e.g. for reasons related to fracture zone genesis
and reactivation.

The main hydrogeologic models that were used in the performance assessment do not
explicitly account for small-scale fracture zones in a deterministic sense. These models,
based on the concept of a stochastic continuum, arguably do not permit resolution of
high-conductivity fracture zones on a scale less than about 5 block dimensions. The
smallest block scale that was found to be practical in this study was 25 m, which implies
that fracture zones with length scales less than about 125 m could not be resolved.

Moreover, it is arguable whether a geostatistical analysis based on regularized
(effectively, smoothed) data for effective hydraulic conductivity will yield a covariance
function that adequately reproduces discrete, high-K structures on a scale similar to the
small-scale fracture zones. Use of Gaussian as opposed to non-Gaussian (e.g. indicator
variable) simulations may also limit the resolution of "fracture-zone-like" features that
these models can produce. Thus it is doubtful whether this type of hydrogeologic model
can represent the small-scale fracture zones in a stochastic sense.

An attempt was made to simulate a more structured K field by use of anisotropic
covariance functions (Walker and Gylling 1998). This as done in an attempt to mimic an
interpreted, overall anisotropy in rock mass K, not to mimic observed patterns of second-
order fracture zones. In any case this approach would only tend to reproduce a single set
of similarly-oriented, high-K and low-K pseudoplanar structures, not multiple sets such
as are observed at these sites (e.g. Tiren et al., 1996).

The discrete-fracture network (DFN) models used as part of the "alternative model
project" is capable of stochastic simulation of small-scale fracture zones. Examples of
fracture location models that tend to produce stochastic, fracture-zone-like clustering of
fractures are the fractal-based (Levy-Lee) and compound Poisson process (nearest
neighbor) fracture location models, which were found to be applicable for the Aberg and
Beberg sites based on past DFN analyses (Axelsson et al., 1989; Geier et al., 1992; Geier
and Thomas, 1996). The specific type of DFN model that was used in the alternative
model project, the BART model, is not designed to reproduce strong clustering as in
second-order fracture zones, but only to mimic connectivity statistics in a statistically
homogeneous fracture population.

The channel-network model does not explicitly consider small-scale fracture zones. The
channels in the rock mass portion of the model could perhaps be viewed as representing
flow channels in small-scale fracture zones as well as in the remainder of the rock mass.
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However, the rock mass domain is modeled as a single, statistically homogeneous
population of channels.
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4.3 Treatment of heterogeneity in major fracture zones

The treatment of the major, "deterministic" fracture zones in the discrete fracture network
model was qualitatively different from that in the channel network and continuum
models. The continuum model (Widen and Walker, 1999) assumes that the major
fracture zones ("conductor domain") are heterogeneous, with the same geostatistical
properties as the rock mass except that the mean log hydraulic conductivity is shifted by a
specified amount. In the channel network model (Gylling et al., 1999), the channels
within major fracture zones were assigned independent random values of K from a
lognormal distribution with median K related to median estimate of fracture zone
transmissivity. In the discrete fracture network model, the large-scale, planar features
representing major fracture zones were apparently assigned single values of
transmissivity (Dershowitz et al., 1999, Table 4-4), and thus were modeled as
homogeneous features.

Thus three fundamentally different conceptual assumptions were used for the spatial
structure of major fracture zone hydrologic properties, in the three different types of
models:

continuum: 3-D heterogeneous, spatially correlated hydraulic
conductivity

channel network: 3-D heterogeneous, spatially uncorrelated hydraulic
conductivity,

discrete-fracture network: 2-D homogeneous transmissivity.

The spatially correlated, heterogeneous model for fracture zone properties, as used in the
continuum model, would be expected to produce the highest degree of flow and transport
localization within the major fracture zones. The uncorrelated, but still heterogeneous
model, as used in the channel network model, would give a lesser degree of localization.
The discrete fracture network model did not include a representation of heterogeneity in
the major fracture zones, and hence would tend to yield the lowest degree of flow and
transport localization within the zones.

Past geostatistical analysis of the Aberg data by Tsang (1996) showed that the possibility
of long-range spatial correlation of hydraulic conductivity within the major fracture zones
cannot be excluded. Past hydrologic modeling of the Aberg site using a discrete-feature
model similar to the discrete-fracture network model (Geier, 1996) showed that spatially
correlated heterogeneity within the major fracture zones is potentially a significant source
of variation in groundwater travel times and radionuclide retention properties, in
addition to the effects of rock mass heterogeneity as represented by a discrete-fracture
network model.
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5. Radionuclide transport and retention

Major comments

The SR 97 conceptual model of radionuclide transport is based on a 1-D streamtube
formulation (as embodied in the numerical model FARF31). A key parameter that
emerges with this formulation is the parameter F , which is variously referred to as the "F
ratio," "F factor," etc.

The 3-D stochastic continuum and "alternative" models were not used directly for
modeling solute transport. They were used only to predict F values and discharge points
for streamtubes passing through the repository. These predictions were made on the basis
of flow simulations and various forms of flow path tracing (streamline tracing or
weighted graph searches) in combination with geometric assumptions regarding the flow
wetted surface along segments of flow paths.

The fact that the 3-D models were not used for actual transport simulations means that
certain distinctive characteristics of the "alternative" (DFN and CN) models, such as
mixing at intersections of branches in the network and consequent macrodispersion
effects, did not play any role in the predictions. While this might not be of direct, major
significance for predicting radionuclide retention, it influences the comparison of models.
It should be clearly understood that the comparison between models is solely on the basis
of flow path characteristics, not transport predictions. Effects of flow field complexity on
radionuclide transport have not really been explored in SR 97.

The similar predictions of lvalues (especially 5th percentile values, which are of greatest
interest for safety assessment) between models appears to be partly due to a limited range
of assumptions regarding flow wetted surface. All models are based essentially on
geometric estimates of flow wetted surface that are based on the frequency of conductive
intervals in detailed (hydrologic) packer testing, along with an assumption that the entire
area of each fracture or channel is equally accessible to radionuclides.

Separate estimates of F given on p. 277 of the SR 97 Main Report (Volume IF) are
discussed as if they were independent estimates, when they are not. This gives a
misleading impression of uncertainty regarding this crucial parameter. As is the case
with the comparison of alternative models, the problem is that all estimates of this
parameter essentially are derived from the same conductive-interval frequency data and
similar geometric assumptions regarding the accessibility of fracture/channel surface area
to radionuclides.

Due to the importance of this parameter, more independent methods are needed for
estimating F and the related parameter, flow wetted surface.
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Elaboration of major comments

Separate estimates of F given on p. 277 of the SR 97 Main Report (Volume II) are
discussed as if they were independent estimates, when they are not. To present these as
independent estimates of F is misleading. The "reasonable value" of aw (wetted surface
per unit mobile water volume) of 103 m"1 appears to have been obtained directly by
dividing the "reasonable value" of ar (wetted surface per unit rock volume) of 1 m1 by
the "reasonable" flow porosity of 10'3. (SR 97 Data Report, pp. 90-94). The
"reasonable" values of the parameters tw and q are of course closely related for a given
assumed flow porosity and travel distance, as illustrated by the equation on p. 257 of the
Main Report, Volume II (noting that Ki is an estimate of q, where K is representative
hydraulic conductivity and i is the average hydraulic gradient).

F ratio comparison in the Alternative Models Project

A comparison of these models in terms of the "F factor," which is a critical parameter for
FARF31 calculations, is given in Table 7.3.3 of the SR 97 Data Report. The Main Report
[Vol. II, p. 278-279] states that "F factors calculated with the continuum model and the
discrete network model are, however, relatively similar." In Table 7.3.3, the medians and
5th percentile statistics for F are indeed quite similar among the three types of models,
although the reported spread of values for the DFN model exceeds that for the base-case
continuum model by 1.2 orders of magnitude. The Data Report mentions [p. 93] that the
total spread of F values calculated by the DFN model is as much as 2 orders of
magnitude wider than the other models.

In the discussion of F ranges predicted by alternative models, on p. 93 of the Data
Report, in two places there are statements to the effect that the alternative model
predictions, particularly the DFN results, "are not full comparable" due to differences in
estimation technique. These statements are confusing, considering that in the
introduction sections of two of the AMP reports (Widen and Walker, 1999; Dershowitz
et al., 1999) it is stated that, "[t]he emphasis of the AMP is that the results of the three
approaches should be as comparable as possible."

As F is a crucial parameter in prediction of rock barrier performance, and as one stated
goal of the AMP is "to illustrate rock barrier performance using different conceptual
models..." (Widen and Walker, 1999; Gylling et al., 1999; Dershowitz et al., 1999), it is
of great interest to know whether the different estimation techniques lead to different
ranges of F. When differences emerge from the comparison of alternative models, the
reasons and implications should be explored and discussed.

The 5th percentile statistics for F (which are the most critical as the lowest values imply
the maximum peak release to the biosphere) agree for all three types of models, within a
factor of 1.3. This is remarkable for a parameter that ranges over 4 orders of magnitude.
It should be considered whether these estimates are truly independent, or whether there is
some shared set of assumptions behind the calculations that lead to these as limiting
values.
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Both the SC and CN models used uniform values of the flow porosity • / Both the SC
and CN models used values of flow-wetted surface CIR based directly on estimates of the
average conductive-fracture frequency at the site, which in turn were based directly on
the percentage of conductive sections in packer tests. In the SC model, a single value
(1.23 m1) is assumed to apply for the entire site. In the CN model, a nearly identical
value is used for fracture zones (1.2 m1), while a lower value (0.12 m"1) is assumed to
apply for the rock mass. Neither model considers variability of this parameter within the
rock mass or within fracture zones.

As for flow parameters, the alternative-model calculations ought to be carried out for for
a representative range of alternative-model variants, to ensure that conceptual and data
uncertainty in these approaches is also accounted for in the evaluation of global
uncertainty.

In the Table 7.3.3 [Data Report], it is notable that the 5th percentile value for F obtained
by SKI in the SITE-94 study of Aspo was a full order of magnitude lower than any
estimate obtained in SR 97. A value very close to this low estimate was adopted as a
"pessimistic" value for Aberg in SR 97. Significantly higher values of F were chosen as
"pessimistic" values for the Beberg and Ceberg sites, where there was no independent
estimate. This appears to have been a coincidence, but suggests that there may be a risk
of underestimating the possible range of this critical parameter, if the analysis is limited
to a few teams that are working from a shared set of conceptual assumptions.

Flow porosity

The main modeling approach used a uniform value of flow porosity to calculate
groundwater advective travel times tw. The value of 10" that was used is described as
"pessimistic" (SR 97 Main Report, p. 257). This appears to be based on the argument
given on p. 91 of the Data Report, where it is stated that tracer tests from Aberg and
Beberg suggested a median flow porosity of 10~3.

As the tracer tests at both Aberg and Beberg have been carried out dominantly within
fracture zones, the porosity estimates from these tests should be interpreted as
representative of fracture zone flow porosity. As noted on p. 91 of the data report, the
range of estimates from these tests is moreover large, and reflects spatial variability. It is
also noted here that "there are indications" that different values of flow porosity may
apply for different parts of the rock. However, the Data Report asserts that "more precise
parameter estimates would be needed to further substantiate such a conclusion before it
could be considered in performance assessment."

If there are indications from the site interpretation that flow porosity is variable between
rock units, the question needs to be asked as to whether the use of a single, uniform
porosity value is more defensible than the use of variable porosity values. The Data
Report states that there is "no clear experimental support" for assigning variable values of
flow porosity, but from what has been stated above we can also infer that there is no clear
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experimental support for using a single, uniform value of flow porosity. The Data Report
does mention practical problems that would arise from the use of a variable flow
porosity, with the far-field radionuclide transport code FARF31.
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6. Repository system description

System Description using THMC diagrams

In the THMC charts, some of the "variables" for the geosphere are very broadly defined.
A better term would be "lumped variables" or "variable categories." The goal in defining
such broad categories is apparently to keep the THMC charts manageable in size and
easy to read. However, there is a risk that such broad categories may tend to obscure
interactions between processes and the actual geosphere variables that make up these
variable categories.

For instance, combining all geosphere "cavities" from fracture zones to micropores, as
well as the EDZ etc., under the variable category "fracture geometry" is counterintuitive,
and can easily lead to overly broad statements about the influence of specific processes.
Fracture zones are not simply "cavities" or "collections of cavities," they are zones of
relatively intensely fractured rock that commonly have hydrologic, mechanical, and
mineralogical characteristics distinct from the surrounding rock, stemming from past
episodes of tectonic and hydrothermal activity. The response of fracture zones to
processes such as seismicity associated with deglaciation can be expected to differ
qualitatively from the response of micropores in the rock matrix. Micropores, on the
other hand, are pervasive both within fracture zones and within the less fractured "rock
mass." It is not realistic to speak, say, of the response of the rock matrix to stress
without incorporating the influence of the micropores on the elastic properties of the
rock.

The chief hazard with this lumped approach is that interactions between more specific
entities and processes may be overlooked. Considering the example of "fracture
geometry" it seems possible that an interaction might be assessed with simple,
macroscopic fractures in mind, but neglecting fracture zones or microfractures and pores.
To guard against this, an additional level of interaction assessment may be needed to
ensure that interactions are properly assessed for all of the entities/processes that have
been lumped together as a single "variable."
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7. Details of Repository Design

Repository Layout

The repository layouts do not show the locations of any of the access tunnels, access
ramps, or ventilation shafts (if required). The performance assessment ought to be based
on consideration of a complete repository layout. Access tunnels will presumably need to
pass through the major fracture zones, and presumably special sealing/plugging
procedures will be called for in these locations. According to Section 3.5.2 of the
Repository System Report (p. 25), "SR 97 does not include the analysis of permanent
plugs." In the absence of any justification for neglecting this aspect of the repository
system, this must be regarded as a gap in the performance assessment.

The lower level of the Aberg repository (Figure 6-3b) includes a single tunnel (red line)
in a very narrow block (gray band) that appears to be less than 20 m wide after allowing
for the respect distances to the neighboring major fracture zones. It is not clear whether
the definition of "respect distances" that is used in defining these blocks takes account of
uncertainties regarding fracture zone location, planarity, and thickness (See comments on
"Section 5.2.3 Respect distance" in the Repository System Report). If it does not, then
the reasonableness of placing a tunnel at this location is questionable. Minor deviations
in fracture zone thickness or nonplanarity would result in violation of the specified
"respect distances."

This issue hinges upon SKB's interpretation of the concept of "respect distance;" i.e.
whether this is to be regarded as a firm criterion that is relied upon in the performance
assessment, or simply an ad hoc rule that is used in the early stages of design. A more
clear statement of the role of this concept in performance assessment would be helpful.

A second, and perhaps more significant concern with this deposition tunnel stems from
the likelihood that two subparallel, major fracture zones such as these are likely to be
structurally related. This implies that there is a high likelihood of encountering multiple,
second-order fracture zones spanning the tabular "block" between these major fracture
zones. An analogue would be the "block" between the upper and lower conductive
zones within Zone 2 at Finnsjon, which has been interpreted as part of a compound
fracture zone with multiple step-over zones. Second-order fracture zones that connect
directly to major fracture zones may be more significant for performance than has been
recognized in this assessment (see comments on "Treatment of second-order fracture
zones").

Factors for utilizing deposition positions

In Section 3.1.5 of the Repository System Report, several of the factors for considering
whether canister position can be utilized are directly observable or measurable (e.g.
inflow of water). Others such as stability and probability of tectonic impact would
presumably require rock mechanical calculations.
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It would be preferable to express the design criteria in terms of the directly observable
data that are needed (e.g. rock friction angle, fracture orientations relative to principal
stresses). Otherwise this list of criteria needs to be accompanied by further explanation
of the methods for rock mechanical analysis.

Shaft boring of deposition holes

The Repository System Report [Section 3.2.2, p. 18, last paragraph] states, "The
conclusions drawn thus far are that a small zone is formed near the rock wall during shaft
boring that may have elevated hydraulic conductivity in the axial direction of the
deposition hole. This is advantageous for water saturation of the buffer, since an even
distribution of water along the entire deposition hole is thereby achieved ..." (emphasis
added).

Has this last point actually been demonstrated, or is this speculative? Increased hydraulic
conductivity (K) as described can perhaps be expected to produce a more even
distribution of water along the deposition hole, but the degree to which this can be
expected to take place does not appear to have been established, either by physical
demonstration or by modeling.

A small increase in K adjacent to a deposition hole might not be sufficient to achieve "an
even distribution of water along the entire deposition hole." If the boring-induced K is
small relative to the transmissivity of a water-bearing fracture intersecting the borehole,
an uneven distribution of water and hence uneven saturation of the bentonite buffer might
still occur.

The conclusion appears to be based on references to work that characterized (1) the
extent of fractures formed by indentors such as on a shaft boring machine, and (2)
porosity changes adjacent to experimentally bored tunnels and deposition holes. Neither
fracture extent nor porosity relates directly to hydraulic conductivity, although a positive
correlation with these is certainly to be expected.

The authors need much stronger evidence to support their assertion that "an even
distribution of water along the entire deposition hole is thereby achieved."

Grouting

[Repository System Report, Section 3.2.4, p. 19] Possible effects of grouting on the
natural hydrologic system are not mentioned here. Areas of concern include (1)
alterations in natural fracture flow paths due to incomplete sealing of the fractures, e.g.
causing increased advective velocities through a subset of the fractures, and (2)
dissolution and reprecipitation of grout components.
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Permanent plugs

[Repository System Report, Section 3.5.2, p.25] The discussion of backfill settling is out
of place. This problem presumably could occur with or without the presence of rigid
plugs, although it will be accentuated in the vicinity of rigid plugs that resist tunnel
closure. Even without rigid plugs, cavities could form in backfill with inadequate
compaction and/or inadequate swelling properties, if there is a high contrast in elastic
moduli between the bedrock (e.g. granite) and the backfill (e.g. crushed rock mixed with
bentonite). This also relates to the tunnel stabilization criterion mentioned in 3.4.3 under
the heading "Backfill."

Plugging of boreholes

[Repository System Report, Section 3.5.2, p. 25] There is an inconsistency here betweeen
the description of the method for sealing boreholes by inserting "perforated copper pipes
filled with compacted bentonite," and the discussion of hole pretreatment by cementing
and redrilling prior to feeding down "the concrete fill." Should the latter phrase in quotes
be "the bentonite fill" ? References to the relevant studies could help to clarify.

In stating the safety case, it ought to be clear as to whether the selected borehole-plugging
method has been shown to be completely effective (i.e. resulting in a nearly equal or
lower conductance along the borehole than the bedrock that has been drilled out).

If borehole plugging is not completely effective in this sense, the predicted hydrologic
properties of the borehole plugs (hydraulic conductivity, flow porosity, wetted surface)
ought to be described in quantitative terms, so that the potential for these to act as
preferential transport paths can be assessed. It seems reasonable that a high specific
wetted surface area in the borehole plugging material could prevent the release of
hazardous concentrations of sorbing radionuclides, even if the plugged boreholes act as
preferential conduits for groundwater movement. However, this ought to be
demonstrated or at least discussed in the safety case.

The report states specifically that "boreholes connected to the ground surface" are to be
sealed. It does not state whether the same sealing methods will be used to seal boreholes
(e.g. probe holes) that may conect from repository tunnels to hydrologic features such as
fracture zones that may provide paths for rapid transport to the surface. If this is assumed
to be part of the repository design, it ought to be stated as part of the safety case.

The description of the pretreatment procedure for boreholes in discontinuities or poor
rock raises the question as to whether borehole deviation during redrilling through
cemented sections might result in abandonment of unsealed sections of borehole, or
strongly elliptical sections in which the plug (e.g. perforated copper tube) fills only part
of the hole's cross section. This issue might possibly be resolved by a more clear
description of the methods that SKB intends to use, and by a more complete description
of the borehole sealing studies that are mentioned here without references.
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Have the borehole sealing procedures, including cementing and redrilling, been
demonstrated for very long boreholes drilled from the surface, where problems of
borehole deviation could be expected to be more severe? Have these procedures been
demonstrated for poor quality rock and/or wellbore breakout conditions?

Retrieval of deposited canisters

[Repository System Report, Section 3.5] As retrievability of canisters is a design goal for
the SR 97 hypothetical repositories, this must impose constraints on the choices of
materials, e.g. using bentonite/crushed rock rather than cement to backfill tunnels.
Factors affecting retrievability should be mentioned as design criteria.
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8. Site Descriptions

Geological description

[Repository System Report, Section 4.3.1 Aberg, under heading Local scale, 4th

paragraph on p. 36] "The length of fractures is measured in outcrops and on tunnel walls
and is independent of rock type."

This is debatable. Trace length distributions for greenstone and aplite/fine-grained
granite (from the Aspo pre-investigation stage) differed significantly from those for Aspo
granodiorite and Smaland granite, according to analysis by Geier and Thomas (1996).
Moreover, censoring effects due to sampling on cleaned trenches and tunnel walls of
restricted width (2-3 m) may obscure differences in the tails of the trace-length
distributions, which represent the longest fractures. If this statement is based on a
statistical comparison of the fracture data, a citation would be helpful.

[Section 4.3.3 Ceberg uder the heading "Regional scale", subheading "Fracture zones
and fractures"] "Despite the fact that several boreholes intersect these zones, their
geological and hydraulic properties should be regarded as uncertain."

The same could be said for most, if not all of the fracture zones at Aberg and Beberg.
Why is this statement given for Ceberg and not the other sites? Why are no variability or
uncertainty estimates given in the tables of fracture-zone transmissivity or hydraulic
conductivity values for the other sites? Would it be better to say that the uncertainty of
the Ceberg estimates should be regarded as high relative to the equivalent estimates for
the other sites?

From the few cases where multiple boreholes penetrate single fracture zones at Aspo and
at Finnsjon, it is clear that fracture zone widths and interpreted point transmissivities vary
between boreholes, sometimes by orders of magnitude.

Respect distance

[Repository Sytem Report, Section 5.2.3] The concept of a "respect distance" is defined
here as: "the distance from an interpreted discontinuity that is required to ensure that
requirements on long-term safety for a canister position are met."

Comment 1: It is not clear whether this definition takes into account uncertainty
regarding fracture zone location, planarity, and thickness.

From structural geologic considerations it is probable that many fracture zones deviate
substantially from tabular ("planar") form, and vary substantially in thickness. Detailed
investigations of individual fault zones and fracture zones, e.g. the Fracture Zone Project
at Finnsjon, confirm that this is the case. This situation is acknowledged elsewhere in the
SR 97 report series. It is also acknowledged that fracture intensity in the rock mass often
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tends to decrease with distance from fracture zones, which implies that the boundaries of
fracture zones may be diffuse rather than discrete.

SKB should clarify whether "respect distance" is supposed to be sufficient to account for
these types of uncertainty regarding the location of a fracture zone's boundaries, or
whether it merely represents the minimum allowable distance to a fracture zone's actual
boundary (assuming that this is accurately defined). If the former, we should expect that
"respect distances" may need to increase e.g. with depth or distance from the nearest
boreholes or tunnels where the fracture-zone boundaries have been determined, as
uncertainty regarding fracture zone location (including uncertainty associated with
geophysical measurements) generally increases with distance from the nearest points
where data are obtained.

Comment 2: It is not clear how "respect distances" can be quantified a priori, based on
the above definition. It is not clear what are the "requirements on long-term safety for a
canister position" that have been used to establish respect distances for different
categories of fracture zones, or how SKB has assessed the adequacy of a given respect
distance for any given class of fracture zones. Are the specified "respect distances"
based on generic modeling studies of radionuclide transport? If these are simply ad hoc
rules to guide the preliminary stages of repository design process, based on subjective
expert opinion, this should be stated more directly.

It might be reasonable to state that the adequacy of a given "respect distance" can only be
judged by more elaborate, model-based assessments than would be practical at an early
stage of repository design.

Effects of seismicity

[Processes Report, p. 188, last paragraph] "... this aspect of earthquakes [changes in
fracture structure and resulting conductivity distribution] is not addressed in SR 97. ...
The mechanical effects on the repository are thus deemed to be more important than
mechanical or hydraulic/hydrological effects on the geosphere."

It appears that the word "thus" here is inappropriate. Rather, the possible mechanical and
hydrologic effects on the geosphere were simply not addressed, apparently because these
were deemed to be of lesser importance. Further discussion of the grounds for this
decision would be advisable.
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